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We construct measurable selections for closed set-valued maps into arbitrary complete metric 
spaces. We do not need to make any separability assumptions. We view the set-valued maps as 
point-valued maps into the hyperspace and our measurability assumptions are the usual kinds of 
measurability of point-valued maps in this setting. We also discuss the relationship of these 
measurability conditions to the ones usually considered in the theory of measurable selections. 
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1. Introduction 
Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski [17] proved a general measurable selection 
existence theorem for closed set-valued maps into Polish (i.e. complete separable 
metric) spaces. In the present paper we obtain some results without the separability 
assumption, but our measurability condition is more restrictive than the traditional 
lower or upper measurability. Several authors have recently done work on removing 
the separability assumption, see [4,6,7,9, 121. The main difference between their 
approach and ours is that they tend to retain some form of separability (e.g. compact, 
hence separable, values in an arbitrary, not necessarily separable, space), whereas 
our values are completely arbitrary closed sets. 
In brief, our approach is as follows. We view the set-valued map as a point-valued 
map into the hyperspace of non-empty closed sets, endowed with the Hausdorff 
metric topology. We then assume the ordinary inverse image measurability for this 
‘point-valued’ mapping. The impetus for our work was derived from Fremlin [5]. 
* The third author received partial support from the National Science Foundation and from the 
University of Kansas Endowment Association while he served as Stouffer Professor of Mathematics. 
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2. The main results 
We begin by formulating several concepts of measurability for point-valued and 
set-valued mappings. (T, A) will denote a measurable space, i.e., T is a set and 4 
a a-algebra of subsets of T. 
Definition 2.1. Let (T, A) be a measurable space and X a topological space. 
(a) f: T + X is simple if f takes only finitely many values and each of these values 
is assumed on a set from A. 
(b) f: T + X is d-Bore1 measurable if f ‘( U) E A for every open U E X. 
Definition 2.2. Let (T, JI) and X be as in Definition 2.1 and let 2x denote the 
hyperspace of X, i.e. the family of non-empty closed subsets of X. Then F: T + 2x 
is called lower (upper) measurable if for all open (closed) U c X, 
{TV T: F(t)n U#~}EJU. 
The following is a classical result of Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski [17]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let (T, 4) be a measurable space and X a Polish space. Let F: T+ 2x 
be lower measurable. Then F has a &-Bore1 measurable selection, i.e., there is a A-Bore1 
measurablef:T+Xsuchthatf(t)EF(t)foralltET. 
A-Bore1 measurability is the right concept for maps into separable metric spaces. 
However if the range space is non-separable, A-Bore1 measurability is too weak 
for the purposes of analysis. For a discussion of this we refer the reader to [ 191 and 
[20]. The appropriate concept is the Bochner measurability (also called strong 
measurability or just measurability, see [2]). This is normally formulated in the set- 
ting of measure spaces, rather than just measurable spaces. In the context of the 
theory of measurable selections it is convenient to work with a more general class 
of spaces than measure spaces, namely measurable spaces with negligible sets. These 
are triples (T, .4, &) where (T, A) is a measurable space and s4 is a m-ideal in A. 
We will also assume the &-completeness, i.e. if A E 4 and A’c A, then A’E JK The 
setting (T, JM) can be identified with (T, 4, (0)). Thus, for example, a topological 
space with its Bore1 a-algebra can in this way be thought of as a measurable space 
with negligible sets. 
Definition 2.4. Let (T, Ju, &) be a measurable space with negligible sets and X be 
a metric space. f: T+ X is Bochner measurable if there are simple (with respect to 
(T, A)) functions fn: T + X such that f is an d-almost everywhere limit of the fn, 
i.e. there is an A E JU such that T - A E ~4 and fn( t) converges to f(t) for all t E A. 
The next lemma is well known. 
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Lemma 2.5. The following are equivalent: 
(a) f is Bochner measurable ; 
(b) there are functions fn: T+ X such that each fn takes only enumerably many 
values, each of these values is assumed on a set from JN, and the fn’s converge to f 
uniformly s&almost euerywhere; 
(c) f is &-Bore1 measurable and f is d-almost separably valued, i.e. there is an 
A E JU such that T - A E & and f(A) is separable. 
In application we work with A-Borel, as well as Bochner, measurable functions 
into the hyperspace 2x endowed with the Hausdorff metric. Since we use this metric 
extensively we shall now introduce the relevant notation. If X is endowed with a 
metric d, we set d (x, A) = the shortest distance from x to A, that is, 
d(x, A)=inf{d(x, y): YEA}. 
Let 
&A, B) = sup{d(x, B): XE A}. 
The Hausdorff metric S is given by 
6(A, B) =max{g(A, B), s’(B, A)}, (A, BE 2x). 
For notational convenience we shall restrict our attention to bounded spaces (X, d). 
It is easy to reformulate our results so as to make them valid for unbounded spaces 
as well. As is customary, we then restrict ourselves to the family of bounded closed 
subsets of X only. The reference for basic results about the Hausdorff metric is [ 161. 
We shall begin with a result concerning the Hausdorff metric modelled on the 
Lowenheim-Skolem theorem. However, our proof does not use mathematical logic. 
Theorem 2.6. Let X be complete metric with a bounded metric d and let 6 be the 
corresponding Hausdorff metric. Let 3Y c 2x, x separable with respect to 6. Then there 
is a closed separable X G X such that the mapping 
H+H&?, (HE%?), 
is an isometry with respect to 6. 
For the proof of Theorem 2.5 we shall need two lemmas. We fix once and for all 
an enumerable % G E such that 8 is dense in 3Y with respect to 6. It is now not 
difficult to construct an enumerable SG X satisfying the following two conditions: 
(1) for all E, FE 8 and all .z>O there is some xE.SnE such that 
d(x, F)>c?(E, F)-E; 
(2) for all x E S, E E ‘6Y and E > 0 there is some y E S n E such that 
d(x, y)<d(x, E)+E. 
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We shall comment briefly on the construction of S. (1) can be guaranteed by 
putting enumerably many points into S for each E E K Since 1 %‘I c KO, we only need 
enumerably many points altogether. To guarantee (2) we need to proceed in K0 
stages. If enumerably many points have already been put into S we need to add 
another enumerable set to guarantee (2) for these initial points, all E E 8’ and E > 0. 
Then the process has to be repeated with the points just added, and so on. 
S will now remain fixed for the rest of the proof of Theorem 2.6. 
The following Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 are the analogs of (2) and (1) respectively, 
when E and F are allowed to range over 2 instead of just over 8. 
Lemma 2.7. For all x E 3 (= the closure of S), H E 2 and e > 0 there is some y E Sn H 
such that 
d(x, y)<d(x, H)+E. 
Proof. Pick an E,, E 8 so that 6( EO, H) < E. Let y0 E S n E, be such that 
d(x,y,)~d(x,E,)+E. 
Such a y0 exists by (2). Next pick an E, E ‘8’ so that 
6( E,, H) < E .2-l. 
Hence S( E,, E,) < 2~ and thus d (y,, E,) < 2.5. Hence by (2) we can pick a y, E S n E, 
such that d (yO, y,) < 2.5 Pick similarly an E, E ‘8 and a y, E S n E, so that 
6( EZ, H) < e. 2-* and dh, y2) < E. 
Continuing this way we pick an Ej E 8 and a yj E S n Ej so that 
6( E,, H) < E. 2-j and d(yjpl, yj) < E. 2-l+*. 
Hence {y,} is a Cauchy sequence and 
y = lim yj E Sn H. 
Clearly d (y, y,) < 4.5. Hence 
d(x,y)~d(x,y0)+4~~d(x,Eo)+5s~d(x, H)+~E. Cl 
Lemma 2.8. Let G and H belong to X and E > 0. Then there is a y E Sn G such that 
d(y, H)>@G, H)-E. 
Proof. It is easy to see that if we establish Lemma 2.8 for all GE R and HE 8, 
then it follows in general. Hence we suppose that HE ZT. 
Let E E Z’ be such that 
6(E, G)<$. 
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By(l)wecanpickanx~SnEsuchthat 
s’(E, H) < d(x, H)+;E. 
Now by Lemma 2.7 there is a y E Sn G such that 
d(x, y) < d(x, G)+:E. 
Hence we have 
s’(G, H)+G, E)+@E, H) 
<$+d(x, H)+&++d(x,y)+d(y, H) 
<&+6(E, G)+d(y, H)<d(y, H)+e. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Let G and H belong to %?. By Lemma 2.8, 
i?(Sn G, H) = s’(G, H). 
By Lemma 2.7, for each XE S, 
d(x, H) = d(x, Sn H). 
Hence, 
s’(Sn G, H) = 8(Sn G, Sn H). 
Hence, 
s(Sn G, Sn H)= 6(G, H). 
It thus sufficies to take X = S 0 
We can now prove the following measurable selection existence theorem. 
Theorem 2.9. Let (T, A, ~4) be a measurable space with negligible sets, X a complete 
metric space with a bounded metric d and 6 the corresponding Hausdorff metric on 2x. 
Let F: T + 2x be Bochner measurable. Then F has a Bochner measurable selection. 
Remark 2.10. The referee pointed out that our Theorem 2.9 generalizes the 
Kuratowski-Ryll-Nardzewski Theorem 2.3. To see this, first recall that the exponen- 
tial topology on 2x has as subbasic sets the following sets: {F: F n U # 0) and 
{F: F s U}, where CJ is any open subset of X. Furthermore, by [ 161, if X is compact 
metric with metric d, then the exponential topology coincides with the Hausdorff 
metric topology. It is also easy to see that in order to generate the Bore1 c-algebra 
of 2x with respect to the exponential topology, the sets of the form {F: F n U # 0) 
suffice. It follows at once that if F: T + 2x is lower measurable, where X is compact 
metric, then F is A-Bore1 measurable, if 2x is viewed as endowed with the Hausdorff 
metric topology. Finally, since 2x with the Hausdorff metric is compact separable, 
it follows that F is Bochner measurable. 
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Now let the assumptions be as in Theorem 2.3. It is well known that X can be 
- - 
endowed with an equivalent totally bounded metric d. Let (X, d) be the completion 
of (X, d). Define F(t) = F(t). Then it is not hard to see that F: T + 2” is also lower 
measurable. Hence F is Bochner measurable. Since 2x is isometrically and densely 
embedded in 2x, . It is easy to see that F is Bochner measurable. Applying Theorem 
2.9 yields the desired conclusion. 
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Let F: T + 2x be Bochner measurable. By Lemma 2.5(c) there 
is an A E JII such that T - A E d and F(A) = 2’ is separable with respect to 6. Let 
X E X, k closed separable be chosen according to Theorem 2.6. Let 2 be the 
restriction of d to X and s’be the Hausdorff metric on 2’ associated with (i Clearly 
s’ is nothing but the restriction of 6 to 2’. Define 
G(r)= F(t)n%, (SEA). 
Then G: A+ 2’ and thus G is defined d-almost everywhere. Set %= {G(t): t E A}. 
We claim that G is d-Bore1 measurable. This follows at once from F being .&-Bore1 
measurable (Lemma 2.5(c)) and the mapping 
H+Hn%, (HEX), 
being an isometry between (x, 8) and (%, g). Since G is &Bore1 measurable, it is 
lower measurable. For if Us X is open, then 
%={EE~‘: En U#B} 
is i-open, and thus G-‘( “u) E &. But 
G-‘(%)={te Y: F(t)n U#@}. 
Thus by Theorem 2.3 G has a &Bore1 measurable selection g. Since g is separably 
valued and defined d-almost everywhere, we can extend it to a selection f for F 
which is then d-almost separably valued and .&-Bore1 measurable. Hence f is 
Bochner measurable by Lemma 2.5. The proof of Theorem 2.9 is thus complete. 0 
We shall now give some corollaries of Theorem 2.9. We need to introduce the 
following crucial property of measurable spaces with negligible sets. This property 
has recently been shown to hold for important classes of measurable spaces, e.g. 
Radon measure spaces [5], and perfect measure spaces of cardinality less than the 
first two-valued measurable cardinal [ 131. 
Definition 2.11. We shall say that (T, &, ~4) has the disjoint hereditary additive 
property (DHA) if for every 9 c Ju, consisting of pairwise disjoint sets and such 
that l.J 9’ E -44 for every 9 s 9, there is an at most enumerable %’ c 9 such that 
lJ9-lJUEE. 
For DHA spaces Bochner measurability is equivalent to the J&Bore1 measurabil- 
ity. This goes back, essentially, to [18] (see also [l, p. 2351 and [15]), where this 
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equivalence is shown to hold for arbitrary probability spaces under the assumption 
that there is no real-valued measurable cardinal. Assuming stronger set-theoretic 
axioms, various other measurable spaces can be shown to satisfy DHA; see Fremlin 
[7]. In fact, for his measurable selection results, Fremlin needs even more powerful 
conditions, namely point-finite and point-countable hereditary additivity. 
For the sake of completeness we sketch a proof of the above-mentioned 
equivalence for DHA spaces. 
Lemma 2.12. Suppose that (T, JU, &) satisjes DHA, X is metric and f: T+ X is 
&-Bore1 measurable. Then f is Bochner measurable. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5 (c) it suffices to show that f is &-almost separably valued. 
Thus for each n 2 1 let %,, be a a-discrete open cover of X by sets of diameter less 
than l/n. Set 
021, = 6 KVn, 
m=O 
where each a,,,, is discrete, hence disjoint. Set 
9 n,m = {f’( U): u E Q,,,}. 
Then l., 9 E Ju, for each 9 c g,,,,, since lJ 9 is of the form f’( W) for some open 
W c_ X. Hence by the DHA, there are at most enumerable 7f,,, c_ 021,, such that, 
setting 
8 n,m = U-‘(V): VE V”,fiJ, 
we have 
(U %l,,) -(U K,?n) E d. 
It now suffices to let k be the closure of 
Theorem 2.13. Let (T, A, ~4) satisfy DHA and let X, d and 6 be as in Theorem 2.3. 
Let F: T + 2x be A-Bore1 measurable. Then F has a Bochner measurable selection. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 2.12 and Theorem 2.9. q 
Remark 2.14. Theorem 2.13 holds, in particular, for Radon probability spaces, since 
they satisfy DHA; see [5] or [ 151. Recall that a probability space (T, A, p) is Radon 
if T is a topological space, 4 contains all open sets and p is inner regular with 
respect to compact sets. In Theorem 2.13, we let & consist of the p-measure zero 
sets. Similarly Theorem 2.13 holds for perfect measure spaces of cardinality less 
than the least two-valued measurable cardinal; see [13] for the proof of the DHA. 
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We obtain another interesting corollary by noting that if T is a Polish space and 
3(T) its Bore1 a-algebra, then (T, B(T)) satisfies DHA. This is due to Hansel1 [8]. 
We shall state this result explicitly. 
Theorem 2.15. Let T be a Polish space, %I( T) its Bore1 u-algebra, and let X, d and 6 
be as in Theorem 2.9. Let F: T+ 2x be %‘( T)-Bore1 measurable. Then F has a Bochner 
measurable (relative to (T, a(T), (0))) selection. 
The proof is immediate from the preceding remarks. 
We shall give several more measurable selection results. 
If X and T are topological spaces, f: T + X is said to be of Baire class a (where 
(Y < q) iff’( U) is a Bore1 set of the additive class (Y for each open U s X. Mappings 
of class 0 are the continuous ones. If F: T + 2x, F is said to be of the lower Baire 
class (Y, or of class (Y_, if {t: F(t) n U # 0) is a Bore1 set of the additive class (Y 
whenever U E X, U open. The class O_ consists of the lower semi-continuous 
functions. 
The following is proved in [17]. 
Lemma 2.16. Let T be metric and X Polish. If F: T + 2x is of class a_, where LY > 0, 
then there is a selection of class CY. If F is upper or lower semicontinuous, then F has 
a selection of class 1. 
We have: 
Theorem 2.17. Let T be Polish and let X, d and 6 be as in Theorem 2.3. Let F: T + 2x 
be of the Baire class (Y > 0 when 2x is viewed as endowed with the &topology. Then 
F has a selection of class LY with a separable range. Moreover, tf F is continuous then 
F has a selection of the jrst Baire class with a separable range. 
Proof. It is proved in [8] that if T is Polish and 3(T) is its Bore1 g-algebra, then 
(T, a(T)) satisfies DHA. Let F: T + 2x be of the Baire class (Y > 0, where 2x is 
viewed as endowed with the S-topology. A fortiori, F is measurable as a map of 
(T, 3(T)) into (2x, 6). Thus by DHA and Lemma 2.12 F(T) = %’ is separable. Let 
an X s X be chosen according to Theorem 2.6. Proceeding similarly as in the proof 
of Theorem 2.9, we now conclude, that if we define 
G(t)=F(t)& (tE T), 
then G is of the Baire class (Y as a map into 2’ endowed with the S”-topology. Now 
if U c 2, U open in 2, then 
Q={EE~‘: EnU#@} 
is open in 2x relative to the S-topology. Hence G-l(%) is of the additive class (Y 
and thus G is of class (Y_. The conclusion now follows from Lemma 2.16. The 
second part is proved similarly. 0 
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For the next theorem, recall that a topological space satisfies the countable chain 
condition (c.c.c.) if every collection of pairwise disjoint open subsets is at most 
enumerable. 
Theorem 2.18. Let T be a topological space which is either C.C.C. or Lindeliif; and let 
X, d and 6 be as in Theorem 2.3. Let F: T + 2x be continuous, where 2x is endowed 
with the S-topology. Then F has a Bochner measurable selection relative to the space 
(T s(T), I01). 
Proof. Set Yt’= F( T). Since C.C.C. as well as being Lindelof are both preserved under 
taking continuous images, it follows that X is respectively C.C.C. or Lindeliif. Since 
X is metric, it must be separable in either case. If we now define G as in the proof 
of Theorem 2.17, G will be continuous as a map into (2’, 5). It follows at once 
that if U g 2, U open in 2, then GP’( “u) is open, where 011 is defined as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.17; i.e., G is lower semi-continuous. The existence of a Bore1 
selector for G and thus for F, now follows from the selection theorem of Kuratowski 
and Ryll-Nardzewski. q 
Remark 2.19. Actually, the more precise version of the separable selection theorem 
[17, bottom of p. 3981 shows immediately that the selection for G in the preceding 
proof can be obtained of a rather low Bore1 rank. We leave the details to the reader. 
The next result is in the same vein as Theorem 2.6. 
Theorem 2.20. Let X be complete metric with a bounded metric d and 6 be the 
corresponding Hausdorff metric. Let SYz 2x be S-totally bounded. Then there is a 
compact K c X such that H n K # 0 for all H E Z. 
Proof. It is easy to obtain sets Z,,, # 0, (n 2 1, 1~ 1, E N), so that 
(3) for each n, 9i!,,,, (1 d I,), is a disjoint cover of %?; 
(4) b-diam( X,,,) G 22”, and 
(5) for all m < n, the family Xn,,, (1 s l,), is a refinement of the family %$,!, (1 s 1,). 
Next pick an H+ E Z’,,, arbitrarily for all n and 1. We shall now choose an x,,, E H,,, 
by induction on n. Let x,,, E H, , be again arbitrary, and suppose, as induction 
hypothesis, that the x,,t have been chosen for m d n and 1 s l,,,. Now consider H,,,,,. 
By (3) and (5), there is a unique X,,, such that X,,,,,, s Yen,,. By (4), S(H,,,, H,,,,,) < 
2-“. So d(+, H,,,,,,) < 2-” and we can thus choose an x,+, , E H,,,, , so that 
d(x,,k, x,+1,/ ) < 2-“. It now suffices to let K be the closure of all i,,,, (n 2 1, 14 1,). 
Let HE %C To show that H n K f 0 we proceed as follows. For each n 2 1 there 
is a unique k, =G 1, such that HE Sf,,,. Straightforward calculations using triangle 
inequality show that {x,.~,,} is a Cauchy sequence which converges to a point in H. 
It remains to show that K is d-totally bounded. We shall show that each XE K 
is within 2-“” of some x,,,, (p G m, I< I,). First a simple argument, using triangle 
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inequality and the inductive construction of the collection {x,,}, shows that for all 
n Z= m, each x,,~ is within 2-“‘+I of some x,,,. Thus if x E K, and x is one of the x,,!, 
then the desired claim is clear. Otherwise x is arbitrarily close to some x,,, with 
arbitrarily large n, and thus the claim again follows. Thus the proof of Theorem 
2.20 is complete. [I1 
As an application of Theorem 2.20 we obtain another existence theorem for 
measurable selections. 
Theorem 2.21. Let T be compact and X, d and 6 be as in Theorem 2.9. Let F: T -+ 2x 
be continuous where 2x IS endowed with the S-topology. Then there is a Bochner 
measurable selection with a d-totally bounded range. (Bochner measurability is relative 
to (T, a(T)).) 
Proof. Clearly F(T) is compact subset of 2x. Hence by Theorem 2.20 we can pick 
a compact K s X such that F(t) n K # f~ for all t E T. Set 
G(t)= F(t)n K, (tE T). 
K being compact, it follows easily that G is continuous as a map into 2K endowed 
with its Hausdorff metric. The rest follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.18. 0 
3. Examples 
The first example shows that the &Bore1 measurability relative to the Hausdorff 
metric can be a very strong condition. Namely if X is discrete, i.e. d(x,, x,) = 1 
whenever x0 # x,, then 2x is also discrete. Thus F: T + 2x is measurable iff F-‘( au) E 
Ju for every 011& 2x. 
This observation can immediately be utilized to show that the &-Bore1 measurabil- 
ity relative to 6 does not follow from any other kind of measurability ordinarily 
considered in the theory of measurable selections. 
Example 3.1. Let X = N and let the metric d be the above discrete metric. We shall 
set T = 2N (=2x). Let F: T + 2N be the identity map. Now if _& is any o-algebra 
on 2N such that Ju f P(2N), then F is not A-Bore1 measurable (relative to 6). For 
if Q E PP(2N) -4 then % is &open, but F-‘(Q) = 011 g A. 
We now list some particular a-algebras Jll as above. First let JR be the a-algebra 
of ordinary Bore1 subsets of 2N. That is, let JR be the Bore1 u-algebra for the usual 
product topology on 2N. Then it is easy to verify that F is upper measurable. In 
fact, we obviously have {t: F(t) n U # 0} E A for all U E N. But since there are 
non-Bore1 subsets of 2N, F is not .&Bore1 measurable relative to 6 for this choice 
of JU, We can achieve the same end by letting JU be the a-algebra of the ordinary 
Lebesgue measurable subsets of 2N. 
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It is rather more interesting that we can show this way that not even the .&Bore1 
measurability relative to the exponential topology (see [16, p. 1601, or Remark 2.10), 
which is a very large topology, implies &-Bore1 measurability relative to 6. To see 
this let Jll be the Bore1 v-algebra for the exponential topology on 2N. That JZ% # 9’(2N) 
follows, for example, from the work of Ellentuck [3]. To give some indication how 
this result is obtained, we need the following definition. 95 P(2N) is called Ramsey 
if there is an infinite A E 2N such that all infinite A’G A belong to 9, or no infinite 
A’c A belongs to 9. Ellentuck proved that if 9 is Bore1 relative to the exponential 
topology then 9 is Ramsey. But a straightforward construction using transfinite 
induction shows that there is an 9~ 2N which is not Ramsey. Hence the Bore1 
a-algebra for the exponential topology on 2N is not the entire 9’(2N). 
In view of the above examples it is somewhat surprising that JIY- Bore1 measurability 
relative to 6 does not imply upper measurability. (However, lower measurability 
does follow, as was already pointed out.) The example of Kaniewski [21, Example 
2.4, p. 8651, which is an example of a lower measurable map which is not upper 
measurable, provides a counterexample here, too. We shall describe this example 
here for the reader’s convenience. 
Example 3.2. Let I be the space of irrational numbers in [0, 11. Let X = I2 and X 
be equipped with the usual planar distance. Let n be the projection onto the first 
coordinate. Define, for each t E I, F(t) = Y’ ({t}). Let JU = 93(I) be the Bore1 
a-algebra of I. Obviously, 6(F(t,), F(fJ) = (I, - f21. Hence F is a continuous map 
of Z into (2x, 6). Thus F is JU-Borel-measurable relative to 6 (and hence also lower 
measurable). 
But, F is not upper measurable, for there is some closed C c X such that v(C) 
is not Bore1 (an analytic non-Bore1 set). 
Remark 3.3. In the preceding example, the space X is not complete. To obtain an 
example with X complete, begin by endowing I with a compatible complete metric 
d. Again let X = I2 and X be endowed with the product metric obtained from d in 
the usual way. The rest goes through as before. 
The final example we give is due to Fred Galvin and is included with his permission. 
It shows that the assumption of completeness is necessary in the proof of Theorem 
2.6. 
Example 3.4. There is a metric space X with a bounded metric d such that 
(i) for every SC X, S and S both have the same cardinality, and 
(ii) there is a family %‘fc 2x consisting of pairwise disjoint sets such that (9?, 6) 
is isometric to the interval [0, 11, where S is the Hausdorff metric. 
This shows that the conclusion of Theorem 2.6 fails. To see this let .% E X and 
2 separable. Then .? is at most enumerable by (i). Thus k n H # fl for at most 
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enumerably many H E X, and therefore the mapping H + H n 2, (H E %‘), is not 
even into 2’, let alone an isometry. 
We now give the construction of the desired space X. Let X be the set of all 
finite sequences (x,, . . , x,) of elements of [0, l] such that x0 = 0 and X, f x,+~ for 
O<i<n. If s=(xo,..., x,) and t = (yo, . . _ , y,), we define d(s, t) as follows. First 
let s n t = (x0,. . . , xk) = (yo, . . . , yk). We set 
It is easy to verify that d is a metric. Next note that, with the above notation, if 
s is not an initial segment of t, then d(s, t) 3 Ix,-, -x,1 > 0; we also have d(s, t) 2 
Ix, -YA. 
Hence if lim s, = s, then s is an initial segment of sI for sufficiently large 1. Thus 
the closure of a set S is contained in the collection of initial segments of the members 
of S, giving (i). 
To define 2, let for each x E [0, l] H, consist of all those sequences in X whose 
last element is x and let 2 be the family of these H,. 
IfsEH,andtEH,,,thend(s,t)>Ix-y1.H ence each H, is closed and 6( H,, H,) 2 
Ix-YI. 
Finally, if s = (xi, . . . , x,)EH, and x#y, then t=(x,,...,x,,y)EHy and 
d(s, t)=(x-y(. H ence we conclude that 6(H,, HY) = (x -yl, giving (ii). 
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